2021 KSIR Paratransit ( Model 238 Shown) — Features and Benefits

Contoured W/C Doors
23.8’ Overall Length.
78” Interior Height.
45” X 36” Frameless Windows.
Generous Hip-to-Knee seat spacing.
All LED Interior & Exterior Lights.
Sumo Springs Front & Rear for improved handling even in severe cross
winds. Greater stability with minimum
body lean on curves and freeway
ramps.
Full Body White Paint with Clear
Coat. All painting is done before windows, lights, or trim is attached for a
finish which will not discolor.
Padded Vinyl Interior walls and ceiling including the rear wall with accent
insert.

Unique Contoured Double W/C Doors . Matches the contour of the body without protrusions for a smooth appearance.
All Galvaneal Steel Cage, Subfloor, and Entry Step module provides maximum corrosion
resistance.
Seamless Fiberglass exterior with full Galvaneal steel cage backing the full height of the bus
eliminates body skirts for full height strength and durability. Front and rear Fiberglass caps are
attached to the sidewalls using Bulb Seal Technology for a caulk free exterior minimizing
maintenance.
European style Heavy Duty Fiberglass roof is stronger than fiberglass used in other buses
and provides superb impact resistance.
Spacious passenger area allows generous knee space and room for flip seats over the W/C
tiedowns.
The 78” interior height allows for Draft-Free rear air-conditioning. The evaporator is mounted
in the front bulkhead to provide the most efficient A/C and minimize noise. The vents are positioned to allow the air to flow along the ceiling, evenly distributing cooling throughout the
bus. No more complaints about cold drafts in the front and poor airflow in the rear!
Frameless windows are 45” wide,9” wider than other cutaway buses, providing panoramic
views for the passengers. The tempered tinted glass is 3/16” thick, 33% thicker than the
competition, providing superior sound proofing and increasing the efficiency of both the A/C
and heaters.

Smooth Altro Flooring coved to the
wall seat track for luxurious look and
ease of cleaning. Entry steps match the
flooring and are also coved for ease of Glitz passenger seats are fitted with retractable seat belts and a US Arm at each aisle
seat.
cleaning.
Glitz Two Tone reclining seats have
the look and feel of Coach Seats at a
fraction of the cost..
Ford E-350 Chassis with power windows, door locks, OEM Ford AM/FM/
CD, OEM Gray Fabric Driver & Copilot
Deluxe Captains Chairs.
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Stainless Steel Wheel liners with Braided Stainless Steel valve extensions for the inner
wheel make checking proper tire pressure a snap..
Note: Some Items Shown are Optional. Passenger Capacity may be affected by option load.

